The electronic and magnetic properties of iron-doped topological insulator Bi 1.84−x Fe 0.16 Ca x Se 3 single crystals were studied. By co-doping Fe and Ca atoms, ferromagnetic bulk states with different carrier density (from n-type to p-type) were obtained. Effective magnetic moments for each Fe atom was estimated as small as about 0.07µ B . Magnetic and non-magnetic phase separation was observed in all samples. Our results suggest that the bulk ferromagnetism in Fe-doped Bi 2 Se 3 is not intrinsic and regardless of carrier density.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distinguished from trivial insulators, topological insulators (TIs) -a new state of quantum matter -possessing gapless topological edge states protected by time reversal symmetry (TRS) have been attracting extensive studies recently [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Table-1 ). The maximum Ca entered into the crystals we obtained is about x ef f =0.018.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As-grown Bi 2 Se 3 crystals show electron doping (n-type) due to the intrinsic Se vacancies 9,37 .
Altering the Bi:Se ratio in the nominal composition can reduce the defects to a certain extent, however, can not change the carrier type. If Fe atoms enter the Bi-Se matrix, they can occupy two possible positions in the crystal. The first possibility is that Fe atoms substitute
Bi atoms with the same valence of +3, thus it will hardly change the carrier density 19, 30, 38 .
This kind of substitution happens in other doped topological insulators 26, 29, 39 . Another possibility is Fe intercalation in the Van der Waals space between two quintuple layers. In this case, Fe atoms will supply additional electrons into Fermi sea 40, 41 . Figure 1 samples. Seen from Fig. 1 (e) and (f), though the energy resolution is not as good as the reference [30] , two peaks in EDC (blue curve) were observed which is very similar to the previous report 30 . For x=0.04 and 0.06 samples, because of the doping induced disorder, the spectra is not sharp enough to observe spectral weight suppression. The gap we observed in x=0 and x=0.02 samples is about 50 to 90 meV depending on samples that is close to the gap value in reference [30] . However the "gap"-like feature is not the sole evidence of the formation of long-range intrinsic ferromagnetism. In fact, "gap"-like feature was observed For all the samples, bulk ferromagnetism is observed at 2.1K. Figure 2 are due to Fe x Se y nanoclusters in the crystals. In principle, the nature of the gap observed near Dirac point could be solved by determining the spin polarization using spin-resolved ARPES or spin-polarized scanning tunnelling spectroscopy in the future.
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